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Editorial
If you are particularly tuned in to this sort of thing, you have probably already noticed
just how good the forum has felt in the last month or so.
There has been a persistent buzz of hard work
and then a corresponding feeling of wellearned relaxation – the same mood as the one
where you sit on the front porch with a cold
drink after mowing the lawn on a hot
summer’s day.
Satisfaction is the word.
The forum has had an air of great satisfaction
hanging over it for some time now.
For those who missed it, or maybe for those of
you who have only recently joined us, there
has been quite a lot going on over the last
month.
New challenges popped up in several places
for people to enter (make sure to check them
out).
Work has progressed on a number of memberdriven projects – which can sometimes be as
difficult as herding cats.

And behind the scenes things have been frantic
as we all work on some big new plans
designed to make the forum a better place for
writers to hang out.
Skip on down to the Forum News section if
you want to read a bit about what has
happened and what is coming up.
That’s all that really needs to be said this
month, I think. Ever since I discovered forums
they have become something of an addiction.
Over the years I have signed up to dozens and
dozens of them to suit various hobbies and
interests that I hold or held. Writing forums are
no exception.
Our green lady is simply that only one that has
held my attention for this long, and that’s all
thanks to the mood that the wonderful
members manage to create.
Yes, hanging around these green halls often
provides me with that sense of satisfaction that
comes from a job well done.

Staff News
Please put your hands together for February’s Star Staffer of the month Guy Faukes,
who has put in an outstanding effort since joining the mentor team!
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Forum News
Purple Pip Challenge
Spearheaded by our very own Mentor Extraordinaire, Firemajic, the Purple Pip
Challenge is a unique poetry challenge aimed specifically at aspiring new poets and is
set up unlike any of our other challenges hosted on the forum.
Instead of submissions being scored by a panel
of judges, each submission receives a thorough
critique from the judges and the entrants are
then allowed time to tweak their entry and resubmit it before the final deadline.

If you're interested in learning the poetic ropes,
but don't know where to get started, look no
further than The Purple Pip contest.

A significant part of the score is actually
dedicated to the improvement of the piece, as
the goal of the challenge is to be a learning
experience for new poets rather than a simple
race to the top.
That's what sets The Purple Pip apart from the
other contests. Not only do the judges get to
read the entries, they get to be an active,
meaningful part in the process of shaping a
new piece of poetry.
The Purple Pip

Writing Forums Blog – A Community Project
Writing Forums is launching a blog. A writing blog to end all others. Maybe.
Keeping a blog has become something of a
necessity for the modern writer. Having that
online presence to interact with readers is now
an important part of building a brand as an
author and getting your work noticed.

For those who don’t have the time or
inspiration to keep up a blog of their own, this
will be a good opportunity to get work out
there on the internet but without the pressure of
keeping content consistent and regular all on
their lonesome.

That sounds simple enough, except that
running a blog can be hard work. Content has
to be consistent, regular, and of a high quality
to gain any sort of traction. The whole process
becomes just that little bit easier when a
community works together like the one at WF
can.

With as many people as possible working
together we can hopefully take the stress out of
maintaining a successful blog and earn some
recognition for the fantastic work and advice
that our members have to offer.

To run things smoothly we’ll be accepting
articles, essays, fiction, non-fiction, and poetry
from our membership to keep up with a regular
posting schedule.

At this point the site isn’t quite ready to launch
but keep an eye on Beyond the Forum for
updates in the near future. There’ll be plenty to
be done and any help at all will be gratefully
appreciated!

Quote Me! – ppsage: Oh great. Another interesting distraction where I can waste time listening to
myself spout off without getting a darn thing actually written.
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Member Projects
There are a couple of member group projects going on at this very minute.
The Writers of WF project is a series of
interviews and essays by us amateur writers
designed to offer advice and support for others
in the same position.
And there is the comic book project currently
underway – the illustrated (and very, very
strange) tales of the characters that frequent
our green halls.
These undertakings were initiated by our
members, and the good news is that there will
always be room for more. Anyone with an idea

for a project should feel completely free to see
if they can get it off the ground.
There is a lot that staff can do to help get
things done – private boards, help in recruiting,
help in marketing, or help in polishing things
up and getting it to market. This assistance is
available to anyone with an idea and the will to
see it done.
So, if you’ve got an idea, don’t be afraid to
speak up and see where it takes you because
it's exactly this sort of collaboration that makes
our forum as great as it is.

Two views of Winter in Virginia by JadedHeart

Quote Me! – amsawtell: Trust me, wanting to get feedback and help is the first step. Maybe it's
because I'm spending a lot of time around toddlers but it's like learning to walk. You're going to fall
down. At that point you have two options: get up and try again or lay there and bawl until mama
picks you up. The second option is always tempting but the first gets you places.
Quote Me! – shedpog329 - Was checkin’ out some old work and kinda liked it so I figured I'd throw
it up.
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Interviews
Catfish Soups
Two of our lovely ladies have been served up on the Catfish Grill, black marks and all .
The first was EmmaSohan:
"I work full time now, I have one (amazing)
daughter still in high school... and then I
either write, come to writingforums, or
read books by other authors."
The full interview

PiP also turned up the gas on astroannie
in an attempt to extract all the secrets from
one of our best poets:
" I tend to double-space after periods--I
learned keyboarding on a Smith-Corona.."
The interview is here.

Author Interviews –
Colleen Hoover published her first works
in that scary world of self-publishing
before being picked up by a traditional
publisher.
For you who write YA Colleen's
interview is a must see.

We also have one for the genre writer: an
interview with Willie Meikle, who has
written an incredible number of books and
works very hard at being good at what he
does.
For a bit more insight into his process and
the market, check it out the Willie Meikle
interview here.
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Challenges

Literary Manoeuvres
February's LM was based on a picture prompt
and was taken out by shinyford with the entry
Six Cubits.

Non Fiction Literary
Manoeuvres
Congratulations are due to joshybo for yet
another challenge win, this time for his essay
Choosing Love, submitted to February's
Labors of Love competition.

Colors of Fiction
[Scores Not Available]

Poetry Challenge
'Words' was the prompt of the month in our
poetry challenge which was won by
astroannie with the poem Let There Be
Words.

Spring in Shenandoah by JadedHeart

Quote Me! – Cadence: For me writing is like growing a tree, and you can't buy a tree flat-pack from
Ikea and assemble it yourself; you have to give it time, attention and the freedom to move. It has to
be a natural, organic process. I'm writing about natural, organic people, after all.
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Essays: TJ1985 and Joshybo's Handpicked Poetry
Those of us who are a little more poetry-challenged than the rest of you may
sometimes find it easy to forget just how good poetry can be.
To help out with that shortcoming, this month we have just a handful of some of the
best poems to have shown up on the board in recent weeks.
Don't forget to visit the threads and shower their authors with accolades!
I Chose to Write
By astroannie
Since words elude my tongue, I chose to write
my declaration of intent to woo
upon this page so innocent and white.
Far more than mere affection, I invite
the words and acts that some say are taboo-since words elude my tongue, I chose to write.
I wish my pen would set your eyes alight,
as all my hopes are placed within your view
upon this page so innocent and white.
Though you may see this note as impolite,
It nonetheless says only what is true.
Since words elude my tongue, I chose to write.
I strive to get each line exactly right
and pray that my sincerity comes through
upon this page so innocent and white.
All afternoon and on into the night
I pondered how to share these thoughts with you.
Since words elude my tongue, I chose to write
upon this page so innocent and white.

Ranging from check-the-door-locks scary
to roll-on-the-floor funny, Creep is a
collection of original poetry and flash
fiction to celebrate the magic, the mystery,
and the fun of Halloween.

Grave Digger
By am_hammy
Can you dig me up?
Bag my bones so carefully,
gently ‘round my skull.

Amber Alert
By Chester’s Daughter
This year,
my table's down two.
What's a mom to do
save to caress
empty bronze shoes
and watch red and green
take on a blue hue.

I’d take her cross upon me if I could
By wainscottbl
I’d take her cross upon me if I could.
She suffers and I love her after all.
For when beloveds suffer lovers should
Take the weight of loved ones, lest they shall fall.
But I would fall down as I am no Christ,
Nor am I an innocent, and my sins
They’d weigh me down. Therefore to the highest
I pray: God, whose Cross man’s salvation wins,
Consider then thy Passion where you bore
The weight of Cara’s sins upon thy back,
And let her sweet, soft, sinning soul thus soar
To thee, O God, as my poor soul does lack
The goodness that is hers as well as thine,
And by my love o' hers, save also mine.
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Something for Nothing
By Boofy
Ripping, tearing,
claws unsparing,
raking wounds into its face,
blood now dripping,
sour wine,
fur now matted,
red disgrace.
Master why
did you abandon
purpose? Gods...
I'm weary now.
Can we find a way to fix this?
There's still time
to mend, somehow.
Lick your wounds, dog.
Blunt your claws.
My arras will be rehung.
The depiction?
Conquest, Glory,
eschewing pain
of lesser throngs.
Wretched dog,
sit by my side.
Watch me squash these people down.
I'll tax the poor,
sow destitution,
the proles have earned it,
I'll see them drown.
I'll take their homes,
feign innocence,
I'll take their jobs,
cry indolence,
I'll take their lives,
blame happenstance,
these idiots don't stand a chance!

I'll fill their mouths
with bile and blood,
I'll steal their air
and cure their lungs,
I'll split their hearts
and conquer all,
redefine tyrannical!
Human rights, hah!
Dog... tell me another!

Some Day
By Nellie
Life is all it is meant to be
for me, there are no guarantees,
a journey, with mountains to climb
high and low, one at a time.
I still wander down the same course
every day, without remorse
but some day, I may lose track
and not know my way back.
Some day, I may not know you
or what the hell I'm going through,
so please call me by my name
I am me, things remain the same.
I may be in the next room, dormant,
waiting for that precise moment,
lying just around the bend
awaiting for me to transcend.
Death has finally made it's call
a life well spent, that is all,
no need to be afraid
the mortal debt has been paid.
(Below) Detail of The Bay by am_hammy
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Popular on …
Popular on Facebook this month: coffee powered writing!

You can follow WF here >>

Featured Artists –
This issue features images from three relative newcomers who have made exceptional
impacts and contributions to the WF community from the moment they joined.
Cover image, Canaan, by WF Content Manager joshybo
(Pages 4 & 6) Winter in Virginia and Spring in Shenandoah by JadedHeart
(Page 8) The Bay by am_hammy

Book cover images by the original publishers. Incidental images by Cran. All rights remain with the originators of
any creative content in this newsletter.
When smoke meets cloud

Quote Me! – Cadence: If someone tells me I should 'show, not tell', I ask them to show me that
advice, not tell me.

